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This illustrated book for children shows you how things work. Look inside the human body,

explore the magic of Venice, and take a tour around a movie studio - and much more!Part of a

unique series, More Incredible Cross-sections is Stephen Biesty at the top of his game. In this

updated edition with a refreshed, contemporary style, he gives readers an exploded view of 12

objects, places, landmarks, and modes of transport. But look closer! In every picture is an alien

who has lost his way: can you find him?As you pore over Stephen Biesty's superbly detailed

pages, you will also discover loads of awesome facts. Did you know that steam engines were

notoriously difficult to stop, leading to frequent accidents? Or that people at an Antarctic

research base rely on supplies from an aircraft's parachute drops during winter?From windmills

to cities, airports to space stations, More Incredible Cross-sections is for curious minds of any

age interested in finding out how our amazing world works.
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Vladimir Reshetnikov, “Good for any age. The book is captivating both for kids and adults. I also

liked his books focusing just on one item which allowed to go over the subject in greater depth.

However, my kids and I keep returning to this book always finding some new interesting details.”

kiran, “Great book, for kids and adults alike!. Great cross sections: my kids were endlessly

enthralled by every minute detail.  Totally worth it!”

jf, “Awesome book!. My 7yo loves it!”

Mrs. B. Groot, “Lovely books -so much detail and stuff to talk about. My son used to love these

books and now his son is entralled too.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Brilliant book. Brilliant book for kids of learning age. You see something

different everytime you look! Certainy recommended. I bought this for a Christmas present and

it is already a much loved book.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Really great book for 7-12 yr olds. It's a great educational tool, and kids

really enjoy reading it with lots of information.”

Tim Ø=Þ
, “Eclectic but impressive. My five-year-old and I have both enjoyed pouring over these

extremely-detailed, exploded drawings. The attention to detail in the artwork is amazing to

behold. The subject matter is wide ranging - almost excessively so, as I might have preferred a

whole book on engineering, or on the human body, or buildings, rather than jumping around so

much. But being left wanting more is hardly a criticism! Some of the exploded views are

easier to follow than others, especially when he combines multiple designs into the same

drawings (e.g. showing both canvas sails and spring sails on the same windmill). The human

body is the only one that I think is too exploded to be very intelligible. The text boxes are as

eclectic as the choice of subject matter, ranging from relevant technical explanations to random

trivia. If you just want highly detailed technical drawings, patents might suit you better, but

these colourful and sometimes humorous drawings are much more fun!”

Lesley70, “Definitely Incredible!. I've never read / looked at one of Stephen Biesty's books

before and I found it extraordinary - the level of detail in the pictures and how they are drawn is

fascinating. I could look at the illustrations for ages without getting bored, and I wanted to read



all the labels and work out what everything did.I think this 25th Anniversary Edition is a revised

edition originally published in 2017 - it isn't clear from the information at the front. The book

features 12 cross-sections - Traction Engine; Fire!; Space Station; Airport; Windmill; City Cross-

Section; Antarctic Base; Movie Studio; Venice; Tower Bridge (my daughter loved the fact we

could see where the gnomes were trapped in Sherlock Gnomes); Human Body (not one to

linger on if you don't like anatomy) and the Grand Canyon.I think our favourites were Tower

Bridge and I really liked the Windmill. Although the age range is given as 7-11 years, this is a

book that I think anyone would want to read, if you have an interest in how things work.

Definitely one where you'd get it for the children but the adults would be interested too. It's also

thought-provoking to think about how the (modern) illustrations have aged following the

passage of time - and how much our lives have moved on in twenty-five years.My only niggle is

that on every page you are meant to be able to find an alien / alien landing site, and on the

windmill page there are ten mice to find - but we couldn't find them, or in the case of the mice

all of them - they are tiny, magnifying glass required. It would have been nice if an answer page

had been included.Overall though a fascinating read.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 106 people have provided feedback.
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